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ABSTRACT

The assessment of le .;cmality has been a troublesome area for

sport psychologists. Dk !lug the 1960's, the beginning of the modern

era of psychology sp- t in the United States, much actention was

focused -.117.um reseer=h: assessed the personality r7-,..its of athletes.

Being s cec- =dent,- mewv methodological and paradigmatic problems

arose. was a. sass of voluminous data tbs.' was difficult, if

Ant impoaesible, tc evalvmte. More recently, and in keeping with the

=nntemmoremy thrns:. tr. J11w=hology, personality 4..is being monsidered from

,.:rsoncIngism, =ktn si.-onism and interactionism Tierspoetives_ The pur-

zosex=7:tds perizer is eaamine selected methfici:Dlogival and paradig-

matic 4am'alems In tial assessment of personality from the psychoanalytic,

behemionmtic, and cognitive positions. The czmatrags is not inclusive

butz-Nvit;:tive .of the-issues which researchers einerieuce as they attempt

to discover why athletes behave as they do. Snegesttros for future

research in sport personality are explored.
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Metmndological Problems in the Assessment

of Personality from the Psychoanalytic,

Behavioral and Cognitive Positions

Wf-_thin psychalogy at large, there has been, in the mast two

decades- an unprecedented lack of progress in the study of personality.

This =nation ha led some researchers to abandon the field altogether

or mare appropriately, to critically examine the taeoretical and

connattuea bases ott their work. Hopefully, within the next few years

the probLems will het resolved or at least lessened and the study of

personalty will saimin become an integral part of psychology in general

and sport psycholacr Irn particular.

The focus of m=s paper is the ide--r-ification rzf selected methodo-

logioal ,7roblems zn-..7.he assessment of personality from the psychoanalytic,

behavioral and cognitive positions. Ala-cough American sport peraonolo-

gists have not been concerned with all cr these domains, it is argued

that i the future all cf them will promiie a framework for the study of

theammy and diverse behaviors of athletes. It should be pointd out,

hovemer, that each positi..on has its inherent strengths and weaknesses

and-fleet investigators must be able to tolerate considerable ambiguity

in order to study a higtly complex field like personality. Psychology

is not a black or white science and even among knowledgeable persons

there exists few areas of agreement. This does not mean that psychology

is not a worthy area of study. In contrast, psychology attracts persons

who wish to search for answers to some of man's more pressing problems.

Understanding "why" man behaves as he does is one of psychology's major

objectives. The study of personality has the potential to make significant
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contributions to the realization of this goal.

Science and Personology

Before focusing attention on specific methodological problems,

it is desirable to discuss briefly the science-personology interface.

Ever since the Wundtian system of introspection was abandoned in favor

of Watson's more objective behaviorism, psychologists have devoted a

great deal of time and energy attempting to make their discipline a

rigorous science. Some scholars (e.g., Finkelman, 1978) argue that

this endeavor has been unsuccessful and misguided. A careful appraisal

of the history and current status of pyschology shove that it has only

a weak grasp on the most cherished characteristics of science- Further-

more, Finkelman (1978) argues that an over-identification with science

has led to the use of conceptual paradigns and methodologies that are

inappropriate and inadequate for dealing with the subject matter of

psychology. Located at the intersection of the sciences and humanities,

Finkelman contends that forcing psychology into an exclusively scientific

mold has had unfortunate consequences. Perhaps sport psychologists in

their desire to make personality an objective science will be guilty of

this error. Despite our efforts for academic rigor, sport personology,

as currently studied, appears to be prescientific. This problem is also

true of the study of personality at large. Several prominent personolo-

gists, including Fiske (1978), Mischel (1968), and Magnusson and Endler

(1977), believe that the application of the scientific met'lod to the

study of personality is lacking in academic rigor. They have called

for a re-examination of the personality field.

In discussing the relationship between science and personality,

four factors must be considered. First, in the established sciences
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such as chemistry sebd physics, there lesgread agreement on certain

fundamental facts, their interpretaJQm, ad their place in science

(Finkelman, 1978). This aituatiora not ..tt in personality where we

can not even agree on the oiefiniti=n of is At last count, there

were more than 50 definitians to ce9mvse farm.

Second, in the establzi_shed -there is cumulative progress

over time. Progreosi:ely the expit, -cry a:cr.:I-predictive powers of the

science become more precise and enc VEIELIM mare facts and events (Finkelman,

1978). Again, progress in persons_ nea awn slow and the explanatory

and predictive powe1.s of the field are:

Third, in the established sci%velcets,thwprefened method of inves-

tigation is experimentation. In peLtionsalitsr research, correlational

and/or clinical stIsdies are usually '44115104.

Fourth, in the natural sciewm%i, mght-alistic explanations are

usually avoided. that subjects al Achug, for example, may be of

interest but since these data arc .Arifirable they are usually

ignored. In contrast, in clinical ...Pro of personality, these data

often comprise the major aspects cat :R. omestigation.

The Psychoanalytic Method

The major emphasis in the al or pyshoanalytic approach is to

secure data about factors which_-__ .4 motivation, adjustment mechanisms,

defenses and conflIcts- These Car...4--raaay be derived from dream analyses,

objectives and projective tests. sf,uctured and unstructured interviews,

biographical inform tin and the,oismeervation of behavior formally elicited

by the clinician 86 well as behavior informally volunteered by the

subject (Wing, 190). Often, the client's history of the development of

patterns of behavior are studied and attempts to project future behavior

are made. Typically, psychodynamiclusessment focuses on the individual

rather than on studying groups of peanle. That is to say, clinical studies
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of personality are ideographic rather than nomothetic in naL4ve.

Furvhermore, the psychoanalytic approach attempts to assess the= entire

personality rather --nam attempting to measure only certain raw; acts,

e.g., traits.

Another fearlsr* cf linical method is the interest rich

asydiananalysts have Ln thleor,;, . Garfield (1963) summarized interest

well when he said: "Cl: iPj :iris are characteristically attracted to

theories which postAaste Atemnal personality processes and structures

only indirectly o ten. bsemNstion " (p. 475). Like other personolo-

gists, what the elects to perceive about the individual's

personality is influf...ced by her theories - by the concepts she thinks

are important. 7`hs-4 the clinican samples behaviors he thinks are

most likely to reflm=t accurately the significant personality charac-

teristics (Wing, 1968).

The major problem associated with this approach is the subjectivity

which accompany tsese analyses. It is not unusual, for example, for

experienced cliniians to arrive at different generalizations about the

same person. Prat)ective techniques, such as the Rorschach and TAT

(Thematic Appercevtion Test), are particularly susceptible to this

problem. Cronbams (1956), lent credence to this belief when he con-

cluded that "the reason why validation troubles are encountered is that

assessors must maid hazardous inferences " (p. 173). Wing (1968)

remarked: "One can d411 more about the psychologist than about the client

from reviewing pronormols and assessments based on projective techniques "

(p. 334). Wing (196) is also of the opinion, however, that projective

techniques used in injunction with other measuring devices can help to

develop profile the:, have predictive value.
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The _application of the hsyetoanalytic aproach to the study of

sport personology has not le-,L= tLytensively pn'acticed in North America.

Except for the work of ArnoJc mandell (1976), Dorcas Susan Butt (1976)9

Arnoi Beisser (19T7), and Br-__.e Ogilvie and_Thomas Tutko (1966) few

studies have been reported. contrast, Eurhpean sport psychologists and

psychiatrists working with F tic teams vt- size the pyshoanalytic

model a great deal. This difnmrence in emphmais is largely due to Freud's

early work in Etrope and the general accepturcce of the clinical rather than

the experimental model. Perhaps: Marlin Meate=zie's mew clinical sport

psychology program at Columbia University will produce scholars who can

apply the psychoanalytic approach.

The Behavioral Method

Behaviorism, the second great force, has had a profound effect on

almost all aspects of psychology (Maddi, 1972). It is, however, less

concerned with the personality domain than with other areas of psychology.

Berlyne (1968 p. 638) spoke to this point when he said. "It can hardly

be overlooked that problems of personality have figured much less

prominently in the writings of the behavior theorists than in psychological

literature as a whole." The differing emphases of behaviorism and per-

sonality may have contributed to the lack of attention given to

personality assessment.

When behaviorists have studied personality, their approaches to

testing focus on the careful measurement of specific behavior in.relation

to systematic changes in stimulus conditions (Mischel, 1976). But

behaviorists have little to say about individual differences, the major

subject matter of personality. Instead, behaviorists try to formulate

general laws stating invariant relationships between stimuli and res-

ponses. It is not surprising then that sport psychologists have usually

avoided behavioristic explanations of athlete behavior. Instead,
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attention to indtIvidual differencez of sportsmen/sportswomen have

characterized the works of contemporary sport personologists.

B.F. Skinn-(1974), a radical behaviorist, utilized an extreme

environmental apmroach to describing personality when he said: "A

self or persoruorzi is at best a repertoire of behavior imported by

an organized zet of conti..gencies (p. 119). In Skinnerian terms, the

athlete's personality is the product of the rewards and punishments

she has received- Generalizing further, Skinner would say that if we

are interested determining what a particular player was really like, we

would have to have seen him before his behavior was subjected to the

action of the emmlmonment. Genetic endowment is reccgnized but Skinner

contends that does not play &major role in shaping personality until

the individual_ has been exposed ta environmental forces. In a word,

personality like other aspects of behavior is learned.

Broadly defined, behavioral assessment of personality include

verbal reports of feelings and thoughts or the checking of answers on a

questionnaire. However, rad.11 behaviorists ignore internal thought

processes and concentrate exclusively on actions and. motor performance

variables which are observable from outside the person (Sunberg, 1977).

When verbalizations are used, they are associated with what a person

does - not just her reported thoughts and feelings. And, as might be

expected, verbalizations and overt behaviors do not always correlate

highly. For example, many people say that physical fitness is important

but few actually exercise. Generalizations such as this led Watson

(1913) and other early behaviorists to assert that psychology should be

defined as the science of behavior rather than the study of the mind.

Midgley (1978), a philosopher, offered a more contemporary explanation

of the role of thought processes when she said: "It is not unscientific
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to talk about feelings. What is unscientific is being unduly influenced

by them " (p. 106).

There are several problems associated with the utilization of be-

havioral approaches to the study of personality. Although it is

difficult to generalize considering the enormots scope of observations

that are made, there is disagreement as to whether the environment in

which observations are made is appropriate. That is to say, do laboratory

settings provide useful data about personality? Cattell (1959) spoke

to this point when he said:

"There are two objections to the manipulative experimental
design in the field of personality. The first is that you
ought not to do it, and the second is that, if 3ou throw
ethics aside and proceed, the artificial insult of the
experiment may create a situation quite different from the
naturally occurring one." (pp. 44-45).

It is far better, Cattell contends, to let life itself make the

experiments. Wing (1968) suggests that the predictive validity of

behavioral measures may be improved by developing conformity between

the measurement environment and the criterion environment. The greater

the similarity between the two environments, the more likely of achieving

high empirical validity. If we are to apply this approach to sport,

we should measure personality of athletes in the same environment as the

situation in which we would like to predict their behaviors.

Other problems associated with behavioral measures are control of

observer bias, the definition of meaningful segments of behavior to

observe and determination of its significance to personality assessment

(Wing, 1968). In an excellent critique of action strategy., Fiske (1978)

concludes that the direct observations of behaviors have many desirable

features. However, they are not method-free. As in any other approach,

the researcher must determine whether aspects of her methods are biasing

her findings and interpretations (Fiske, 1978). There is also the asser-

tion that actions are trivial or are not as significant as other cons-
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truals of behavior.

The Cognitive Approach

Psychoanalysis and behaviorism so dominated American psychology

from World War I to the 1960's that Cognitive processes were almost

entirely ignored. Although Piaget's studies of cognitive development

were well-known, it was Lot until the advent of the computer that

attention was again focused on the importance of cognitive psychology.

Neisser (1976) described this relationship well when he said: "Not

only does the computer allow one to conduct experiments more easily or

analyze data more thoroughly but it was because the activities of the

computer itself seemed in some ways akin to cognitive processes." (p. 5).

Described by Neisser as the activity of knowing, cognition is defined

as the acquisition, organization, and use of knowledge. Out of this

focus grew the information processing models that are popular at this

time. Tracing the flow of information through the system (i.e., the

mind) became a paramount goal of the new field. Today, Neisser (1976)

contends that the study of information processing has momentum and

prestige.

Behaviorism is said to have beheaded the organism. Cognitive

psychologists contend that man is unique from all other forms of life

since he has a highly developed brain that enables him to conceptualize

and solve problems. Therefore, approaches to personality which do not

involve the study of cognitions or the way man uses his brain to control

his environment are inappropriate. In brief, cognitive psychologists,

such as George A. Kelly, study the way individuals perceive, interpret,
te,

and conceptualize events and the environment. In this system, as men-

tioned above, man is viewed as a scientist who uses her brain to predict
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events. In brief, the study of personality is holistic with an

emphasis on concept formation.

Despite its current popularity, however, cognitive psychologists

must make a greater effort to understand cognition as it occurs in the

real world. At the present time, cognitive approaches to personality

are lacking in ecological validity. In brief, they have little to say

about what people do f..n culturally significant situations (Neisser,

1976).

Cognitive approaches require that man be viewed as a scientist

rather than a beast or object. This thought is expressed by Kelly (1955)

and J.S. Bruner (1956) in their cognitive theories cf personality.

Kelly's theory of constructive alternativism suggests that it is not

nearly as important to know what pushes and pulls impinge upon man as it

is to know what and how he thinks about these pushes and pulls. Ker.:.

Role Construct Repertory Test (RCRT) measures the subject's ability

(and willingness) to report the important determinants of her behavior.

In brief, Kelly's view of man is that he is governed by thoughts and

perception rather than by the pushes and pulls of drives and stimuli.

The use of a cognitive approach to study attentional and inter-

personal style of athletes is best described by Nideffer (1976a;1977).

His 144 item paper and pencil test (TAIS) may be used to obtain in-

formation about the athlete's ability to control those attentional and

interpersonal factors which have been found to be related to effective

performance in competitive athletics. For example, Nideffer (1976b)

contends that quarterbacks should have a broad external attentional

style so that they can see their receivers in the open field.

The TAIS (Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style) was developed

in response to professional criticism of previously existing instruments.
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It appears to have good test-retest reliability and good predictive

and construct validity (Nideffer, 1978a). Not only has Nideffer

(1978b) developed the TAIS but he and Sharpe have produced guidelines

for the reduction and control of anxiety. Their system of attention

control training (ACT) will become an important tool for the clinical

sport psychologist working with highly anxious athletes.

Despite the significance of Nideffer's contributions, cognitive

approaches to the study of athletes is not without its problems. Most

pressing is the verification of "in-head" self reports that drew so

much criticism in the Wundtian era.

Proposed strategies for sport personality research

Having reviewed briefly some of the methodological and paradigmatic

problems associated with the assessment of personality from the psycho-

analytic, behavioral and cognitive positions, the question may be asked:

What directions should sport personology take? Should the trait approach

be abandoned altogether as Kroll (1970), Fisher (1977), Rughall (1975),

Martens (1975) and Singer et al (1977) have suggested? Or, should Morgan

(1978' and Kane's (1978) belief that traits are alive and well be adopted?

And, if the person by situation model is to be used, how are environments

to be classified and assessed. Furthermore, are not persons integral

parts of situations? If they are, how is the behavioral variance attri-

buted to the person be separated from the variance contributed by the

situations? Quite obviously, these and other important questions need to

be answered if viable approaches to personality are to be found.

Within the larger domain of psychology, there are supporters of

both positions. Fiske (1978), Mischel (1977), Bem (1972), Endler and



Block (1977) and others have, in general, supported the classical

trait models.

In addition to the interaction and trait approaches, there are

a number of alternative strategies that need to be considered. Fiske

(1978), for example, has developed a number of alternative research

choices that he feels will help move the personality field toward becoming

a science. He raised the question posed earlier: "...to what extent can

the approach that has proved so successful in the natural sciences be

used in the behavioral sciences?" (p. 176). His thesis is that the

best hope for understanding personality phenomena is to identify the

critical features of the approach in the natural sciences and apply them

as fully as possible to the behavioral sciences.

Fiske's position is antithetical to Finkelman's (1978) premise,

mentioned earlier, that personality is a unique field requiring its own

scientific approach. Although accepting the uniqueness of man, Fiske

argues that this uniqueness does not necessarily require methods and

standards specific to that enterprise. In brief, Fiske sue-Testa that

personologists must work within the code of science.

In addition to becoming more scientific, others suggest that we

should try a different theoretical view. In general, this is the position

taken by the Rushallians who want sport psychology to adopt the inter-

actionist model. Although this approach makes sense intuitively, it is

not without problems. For example, environments need to be defined and

measurf.d but how do we determine how situations are perceived and inter-

preted by the person. The investigator's conceptualization may not agree

with the person's perception. Some have argued that the use of self-
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a return to the Wundtian era of introspection.

Another direction which sport personality might take is to

utilize statistical procedures which will tease-out the answers to some

of our most pressing problems. Along these lines, Fisher (1978) has

developed a multidimensional scaling procedure for the analysis of sport

personality data. According to Fisher, his model offers the advantage

that both individual subject data and groups of subjects data are revealed

in the analysis simultaneously, without either analysis restricting the

other.

Despite the problems associated with the psychoanalytic, behavioral

and cognitive approaches, I do not advocate abandonin.; them. Perhaps all

three types of assessment should be used concomitantly to see if there

are areas of agreement. However, the use of mental observations found

in the psychoanalytic and cognitive positions will not meet the cannons

of science. They will not, according to Fiske (1978) lead to the forma-

tion O a science of human behavioi.
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